
Preface

R and S-PLUS are statistical-computing environments, incorporat-
ing implementations of the S programming language. This book

aims to teach the use of R and S-PLUS in the context of applied regres-
sion analysis—typically studied by social scientists and others in a second
course in applied statistics. As the title of the book implies, I assume that
the reader is learning or is otherwise familiar with the statistical meth-
ods that I describe; thus, this book is a companion to a text or course
on modern applied regression, such as (but not necessarily) my own
Applied Regression, Linear Models, and Related Methods (Fox, 1997).1

Of course, different texts and courses have somewhat different content,
and if you encounter a topic that is unfamiliar, or that is not of interest,
feel free to skip it or to pass over it lightly.

The availability of cheap, powerful, and convenient computing has rev-
olutionized the practice of statistical data analysis, as it has revolutionized
other aspects of our society. Once upon a time, but well within living
memory, data analysis was typically performed by statistical “packages”
running on mainframe computers. The primary input medium was the
punch card, large data sets were stored on magnetic tapes, and printed
output was produced by line printers; data were in rectangular “case-by-
variable” format. The job of the software was to combine instructions
for data analysis with a data set to produce a printed report. Computing
jobs were submitted in “batch mode,” rather than interactively, and a
substantial amount of time—hours, or even days—elapsed between the
submission of a job and its completion.

Eventually, batch-oriented computers were superseded by interactive,
time-shared, terminal-based computing systems and then successively by
personal computers and workstations, networks of computers, and the
Internet. But some statistical software still in use traces its heritage to
the days of the card reader and line printer. Statistical packages, such as
SAS and SPSS, have acquired a variety of accoutrements (such as graph-
ical interfaces and limited programming capabilities), but they are still

1. The topics covered in this book correspond closely to those in Fox (1997), and many of the
examples are drawn from that source. My regression text also provides a general statistical reference
for the methods discussed here.
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principally oriented toward combining instructions with rectangular data
sets to produce printed output.2

This model of statistical computing often works well in the applica-
tion of standard methods of data analysis. It is relatively difficult, how-
ever, to do something that is nonstandard or to add to the capability
of a statistical package by programming a new technique. In contrast,
programming languages provide access to a variety of data and program-
ming structures. Developing statistical software in traditional program-
ming languages, such as C or FORTRAN, however, is a time-consuming
task.

S is a high-level computer programming language designed to facilitate
the implementation of statistical methods. It is embedded in a “program-
ming environment,” including an interpreter for the S language, with
which the user-programmer can interact in a conversational manner.3 S
is one of several statistical programming environments; others include
Gauss, Stata, and Lisp-Stat.4

In a good statistical programming environment, one can have one’s
cake and eat it too: Routine data analysis is convenient, but so are pro-
gramming and the incorporation of new statistical methods. I believe that
S balances these factors especially well:

� S is extremely capable “out of the box,” incorporating a wide range
of standard statistical applications, augmented by an even wider range
of freely available add-on libraries (see below).

� The S programming language is easy to use (the easiest programming
language that I have encountered) and is finely tuned to the develop-
ment of statistical applications.

� The S programming language is also very carefully designed from the
point of view of computer science as well as statistics. Indeed, John
Chambers, the principal designer of S, won the 1998 Software System
Award of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) for the S
System.

2. With SAS, in particular, the situation is not so clear-cut, because there are several facilities for
programming: The SAS DATA step is a simple programming language for manipulating data sets,
the IML (“interactive matrix language”) procedure provides a programming language for matrix
computations, and the macro facility allows the user to build applications that incorporate DATA
steps and calls to SAS procedures. Nevertheless, programming in SAS is substantially less consistent
and convenient than in a true statistical programming environment, and it remains fair to say that
SAS principally is oriented toward processing rectangular data sets to produce printed output.

3. A compiler translates a program written in a programming language into an independently exe-
cutable program in machine code. In contrast, an interpreter translates and executes a program
under the control of the interpreter. Although it is in theory possible to write a compiler for a
high-level, interactive language such as S, it is difficult to do so. Compiled programs usually execute
more efficiently than interpreted programs. In advanced use, R and S-PLUS both have facilities for
incorporating compiled programs written in FORTRAN and C.

4. Parallel brief presentations of different statistical-computing environments may be found in Stine
and Fox (1997).
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� The two implementations of S—R and S-PLUS—are very solid, incor-
porating, for example, sound numerical algorithms for statistical com-
putations.

S is a product of Bell Labs, where it was developed, and continues to
be developed, by experts in statistical computing, including John Cham-
bers, Richard Becker, and Allan Wilks. Like most good software, S has
evolved substantially since its origins in the mid-1970s. The most recent
major versions still in use are S3 and S4, which have some significant
differences. Although Bell Labs originally distributed S directly, it is now
available only as the commercial product S-PLUS, sold by Insightful Cor-
poration. There are implementations of S-PLUS for Windows PCs and
for a variety of Unix/Linux systems. The most recent Windows versions
as I write this are S-PLUS 2000, which corresponds to the S3 language,
and S-PLUS 6.0, which corresponds to the S4 language.

R is an independent, open-source, and free implementation of the S
language, developed by an international team of statisticians, now includ-
ing John Chambers. The current version is R 1.3.1, which runs on Win-
dows PCs, Macintoshes, and various flavors of Unix and Linux. Version
1.3.1 of R is relatively close to S3; version 1.4, still in development,
will move R toward S4.5 There will remain some important differences
between the two implementations of the S language, but most are at a
relatively deep level and largely will not concern us; when necessary, I
discuss differences between R and S-PLUS and between S3 and S4.

Differences Among Versions of S
I point out many small differences between S-PLUS and R and between
S3 and S4 in boxes such as this one. The title of the box will tell you
whether the information in it is relevant to your version of S.

It is easy to get tangled up in the nomenclature of implementations and
versions, so I will adopt the following simple rule for this book: I will
use “S” generically to refer both to R and S-PLUS and to the S3 and S4
language versions of S proper. As I mentioned, distinctions will be made
as necessary.

One of the great strengths of S is the ability to add new capabilities
to the software. Not only is it possible to write functions (programs),
but it is convenient to combine related sets of functions and data in

5. Version 1.4 of R is due for release in December 2001; currently, three “minor” versions of R
(corresponding to the tenths place in the version number) are released yearly, so you will almost
surely be working with a newer version than the one described in this book. Significant developments
will appear on the Web site for the book.
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S-PLUS “library sections” and R “packages” (both of which I will call
“libraries”). Currently, for example, there are more than 100 contributed
packages available on the R Web site (see below), many of them prepared
by experts in various areas of applied statistics, such as resampling meth-
ods, mixed models, and survival analysis. In the statistical literature, new
methods are often accompanied by implementations in S; indeed, S has
become a kind of lingua franca of statistical computing—at least among
statisticians.6

The computer output and graphs in this book were produced with R.
Note as well that the title of the book places R first. It may seem peculiar
to favor R in this manner—after all, S-PLUS came first—but there are
several good reasons to do so:

1. R is free software, which makes its use in college and university
courses (and other settings where cost is important) especially attrac-
tive. It is true that S-PLUS offers generous site-license plans to
educational institutions, but this is only helpful if your institution
participates.

2. As mentioned, there are implementations of R for Macintoshes,
which are still used in many educational institutions.

3. While S-PLUS maintains some advantages—a graphical user interface
(GUI), for example—I believe that the current development of R is
more dynamic. R has excited a great deal of interest in the statistical-
computing community.

It is my expectation that most readers of the book will use a
Windows implementation of R or S-PLUS, and the presentation in
the text reflects that assumption, but virtually everything should
apply equally to other implementations. The Web site for the book,
http://www.socsci.mcmaster.ca/jfox/Books/companion/, includes
brief instructions for downloading, installing, and using the Windows
version of R, and for downloading and installing add-on packages.7

The home page for R, http://www.r-project.org/, provides access to
a panoply of resources and information, including a link to the Com-
prehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), from which R software can
be downloaded. Information about S-PLUS is available from Insightful
Corporation at http://www.insightful.com/.

6. In econometrics, for example, Stata appears to be more widely used. I hope that this book will
help to popularize S among social scientists.

7. If you have difficulty accessing this Web site, please check the Sage Publications Web site at
www.sagepub.com for up-to-date information. Search for “John Fox” and follow the links to the
Web site for the book.
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In addition to instructions for obtaining and installing R, the Web site
for the book contains the following materials:

� Downloadable versions of the car (companion to applied regression)
library for R and S-PLUS. This library includes software and data sets
described in the book.

� An appendix (referred to as the “Web appendix” in the text) contain-
ing brief information on using S for various extensions of regression
analysis not considered in the main body of the text: nonlinear regres-
sion, robust and resistant regression, nonparametric regression, Cox
regression for survival data, mixed-effects models, structural-equation
models, and bootstrapping. I have relegated this material to a down-
loadable appendix in an effort to keep the text to a reasonable length.
I plan to update the appendix from time to time as new developments
warrant.

� Downloadable scripts for all of the examples in the text.

� Some information for instructors using R in their classes.

� Errata and updated information about R and S-PLUS.

This book is not intended as documentation for R and S-PLUS8: It
is meant to be read, though not necessarily from cover to cover. Vari-
ous facilities of S are introduced as they are needed in the context of
detailed, worked-through examples. If you want to locate information
about a particular feature, however, consult the index of functions and
operators, or the subject index, at the end of the book; there is also an
index of data sets used in the text. Occasionally, more demanding mate-
rial (e.g., requiring a knowledge of matrix algebra) is marked with an
asterisk; this material may be skipped without loss of continuity, as may
the footnotes.9

Most readers will want to try out the examples in the text. You should
therefore install R or S-PLUS (and the car library) before you start to
work through the book. As you duplicate the examples in the text, feel
free to innovate, experimenting with S commands that do not appear

8. S-PLUS comes with extensive documentation. Likewise, thorough documentation for R is avail-
able through the R Web site. Both R and S-PLUS have substantial (and overlapping) user commu-
nities who contribute to active and helpful e-mail lists. See the previously mentioned Web sites for
details. [And remember to observe proper “netiquette”: Look for answers in the documentation
and frequently-asked-questions (FAQ) lists before posting a question to an e-mail discussion list; the
people who answer your question are volunteering their time.]

9. The footnotes to the text include several kinds of material: (1) references to other parts of the text
and, occasionally, to other sources; (2) minor elaboration of points in the text; and (3) indications
of portions of the text that represent (I hope) innocent distortion for the purpose of simplification.
The object is to present more complete and correct information without interrupting the flow of the
text and without making the main text overly difficult.
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in the examples. You should also be aware that the examples in each
chapter are cumulative: Later examples often depend on earlier ones, so
do not expect to be able to work the examples starting in the middle
of a chapter. The examples in different chapters are independent of each
other, however.

Here is a brief chapter synopsis:

Chapter 1 explains how to interact with the R or S-PLUS interpreter,
introduces basic concepts, and provides a variety of examples, including
an extended illustration of the use of S in data analysis. The chapter ends
with a brief presentation of S functions for basic statistical methods.

Chapter 2 shows you how to read data into S from several sources and
how to work with data sets. There is also a discussion of basic data
structures such as vectors, matrices, arrays, and lists.

Chapter 3 discusses the exploratory examination and transformation of
data, with an emphasis on graphical displays.

Chapter 4 describes the use of S functions for fitting and testing linear
models, including simple and multiple regression, dummy regression, and
analysis of variance.

Chapter 5 focuses on generalized linear models in S. Particular attention
is paid to generalized linear models for categorical data and to Poisson
linear models for counts.

Chapter 6 describes methods—often called “regression diagnostics”—
for determining whether linear and generalized linear models adequately
describe the data to which they are fit. Many of these methods are imple-
mented in the car library associated with this book.

Chapter 7 contains material on plotting in S, describing a step-by-step
approach to constructing complex S graphs.

Chapter 8 is an introduction to programming in S, including a discus-
sions of function definition, operators and functions for handling matri-
ces, control structures, and object-oriented programming.

With the possible exception of the asterisked material, Chapters 1
and 2 contain general information that should be of interest to all read-
ers. Some readers (those who prefer to learn about general principles
before seeing concrete applications) may want to read Chapters 7 and 8
before Chapters 3 through 6. Although some topics are obviously log-
ically dependent on others (e.g., regression diagnostics for generalized
linear models in Chapter 6 depends on material on generalized linear
models in Chapter 5), sections of Chapters 3 through 6 may be read as
needed.
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I employ a few simple typographical conventions:

� Computer input and output, as well as S libraries, functions, and vari-
ables, are printed in a monospaced typewriter font.

� Occasionally, generic specifications (to be replaced by particular infor-
mation, such as a variable name) are given in typewriter italics.

� S input and output are printed as they appear on the computer screen,
although I sometimes edit output for brevity or clarity; elided mate-
rial in computer output is indicated by three widely spaced periods
(. . .).

� S input is preceded by the > or + (continuation) prompts, as explained
in Chapter 1.

Graphical output is printed in many figures scattered throughout the
text; in normal use, graphs typically appear on the computer screen in
graphics windows, although both R and S-PLUS provide excellent facili-
ties for saving and printing graphs.

This book deals with the command-line interface to R and S-PLUS.
S-PLUS additionally employs a graphical user interface (GUI), which per-
mits the user to access many functions through menus and dialog boxes.
It is also possible to program graphical interfaces to user-built applica-
tions. Similar facilities for building graphical interfaces exist in R, but
they are not as extensive.

I have chosen to ignore the GUI in S-PLUS for several reasons: (1) It is
essentially self-explanatory to users familiar with standard Windows soft-
ware; in fact, this is one of the primary advantages of a menu/dialog-box
interface. (2) Many of the facilities of S-PLUS are not available through
the GUI. (3) Perhaps most important, I believe that graphical interfaces
of this kind are best for casual or occasional use of statistical software.
Accomplished users generally prefer the command-line interface, espe-
cially if an analysis needs to be repeated or modified (and before we
begin, how do we know?). So, be prepared to exercise your typing skills.

There is, of course, much to S beyond its application to regression
models. The S3 language is documented in two books: The New S Lan-
guage: A Programming Environment for Data Analysis and Graphics
(Becker, Chambers, & Wilks, 1988), which describes the details of S10;
and an edited volume, Statistical Models in S (Chambers & Hastie, 1992),
which describes the S3 object-oriented programming system and facilities
for specifying and fitting statistical models. Similarly, Chambers’s 1998
book, Programming With Data, describes the S4 language.

10. Actually, The New S Language describes S2, which is incorporated in S3.
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There are several relatively advanced statistics texts that deal with
particular applications of S, such as to survival analysis (Therneau &
Grambsch, 2000) and mixed models (Pinheiro & Bates, 2000). Likewise,
some statistics texts that do not focus on S are nevertheless associated
with S libraries that implement the methods discussed in the book: Exam-
ples include resampling methods (Efron & Tibshirani, 1994; Davison &
Hinkley, 1997), methods for dealing with missing data (Schafer, 1997),
and nonparametric regression and smoothing (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990;
Bowman & Azzalini, 1997; Loader, 1999). Additional sources may be
found on the R and S-PLUS Web sites.

Two general texts on S are particularly worthy of mention here: The
third edition of Modern Applied Statistics With S-PLUS (Venables &
Ripley, 1999) demonstrates the use of S for a wide range of statistical
applications. The book is associated with several S libraries, including
the MASS library, to which I make occasional reference. Venables and
Ripley’s text is generally more advanced and has a broader focus than
my book; there are also some differences in emphasis: For example, the
R and S-PLUS Companion has more material on diagnostic methods.
The same authors’ S Programming (Venables & Ripley, 2000) provides
an advanced, in-depth treatment of programming in the various imple-
mentations and versions of the S language.
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